The sunglasses retail for $325.00 and feature CR39 lenses with a Silver Reflective Mirror Coating.
Scratch resistant, 99.9% distortion free, and offering 100% UVA and UVB protection, the lens is also resistant to most chemicals, and material fatigue so
its quality, durability and longevity are optimized. The optical frames retail for 300.00 and the collection is made in Italy.
In the premiere Mothersbaugh x Baum collection the styles include:

Akronite –

Mothersbaugh’s personal frame is a bold, more rectangular style, named
with a twist on the city of Akron, his birthplace, because all things in his life emanate from his
early days in Akron, Ohio.

Mutato – The made-up word is a combination of “Mutant” and “Potato” and is also

the name of Mark’s production company. A life long amateur social scientist, Mark believes
that differences and mutations, or mutants of any kind are special and should be celebrated.
In an attempt to describe Devo in the social pecking order of life, they referred to themselves
as “spuds” or “potatoes”. So the contraction of the two words, representing positive
mutation, became a personal “mantra” for the band and seems fitting for the bookish, more
scholarly looking frame.

Francesca –

Named after their special dog, one of four in the Mothersbaugh
family, who is one in a million—literally. Francesca (also known as Frank) is an official
“card carrying” hermaphrodite pooch who has “everything under the hood”, according to
its veterinarian. As the precious pooch is both male and female and these frames can go
“either way,” Mark thought it was the perfect namesake for this oversized rounded edge
fame, the ultimate unisex style.
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About Shane Baum: Founder and CEO of Baumvision; an eyewear
design, manufacturing and distribution company whose clients
include TOMS, Paul Frank Industries, Rebecca Minkoff, and Kilsgaard.
Baumvision has an exclusive European distribution par tnerships with
MOSCOT and Bar ton Perreira. Baum’s por tfolio includes work for
Louis Vuitton, Marc Jacobs, Shipley & Halmos, and his signature luxur y
eyewear collection, Leisure Society.

Media Contact: For samples and/or high-resolution photos, or to speak
with Baumvision executives, please contact:
Jill Eisenstadt-Chayet at bluPRint | (310) 208 -1300

